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Product description

This integration is a high-level interface facilitating control and management of C.Q.R.iT® and C.Q.R.iT® eXtreme key cabinets and locker systems via Gallagher Command Centre. To eliminate manual and duplicate data entry, Cardholders and Access Groups are automatically imported from Gallagher Command Centre into the C.Q.R.iT® key cabinets and lockers. Cardholders inherit access based on their Access Group membership and can instantly use allocated Keys and Assets stored in the key cabinets and lockers. All transaction log data from the keys cabinets and lockers, including alarms, are sent back to Gallagher Command Centre to provide a centralized reporting facility, eliminating the need for staff to monitor separate systems. The interface can also be configured to employ Gallagher Command Centre Anti-Tailgating features to prevent Cardholders from exiting the facility if they have not yet returned their keys or assets to the relevant cabinet or locker.

Product details

Product Information
- System brand: CIC Technology
- Product name: C.Q.R.iT® (pronounced “Secure It”) and C.Q.R.iT® eXtreme
- Software version: KeySecure® v1.3.4.1 and greater
- Interface developed by: CIC Technology
- Available and supported: Worldwide
- Industry applications: All

Gallagher does not provide any representation, warranty, endorsement or guarantee of these integrated products and any third party products.

Gallagher is not responsible or liable in any way for any features, content or services provided through these integrated products or third party products.

Gallagher does not provide any warranty regarding the compatibility or continued compatibility of third party products with Gallagher products.
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Provided By: CIC Technology